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The cross-linguistic tendency for listeners to exploit longer word-final vowels in speech 
segmentation is well-documented [1]. One explanation holds that these longer vowels have 
delayed syllable perceptual centers, which confer perceptual salience on the word-final 
boundaries [2]. This view predicts that shortening word-final vowels would reduce the word-
finality percept and impede segmentation. This study investigates the use of vowel shortening 
by listeners of Taiwanese Southern Min (TSM), in which the predicted shortening effect may 
be overridden by the language-specific sound distribution. 

In TSM, vowels can combine with a glottal stop coda [ʔ] to form checked syllables. Due 
to this coda segment, the vowels are phonetically realized with shorter duration and 
glottalization, providing perceptual cues to their contrasts with non-checked syllables [3]. Yet, 
because of TSM tone sandhi, the [ʔ]-ending syllables occur only word-finally and lose [ʔ] in 
non-final positions (e.g., [ti33 baʔ3] ‘pork’ vs. [ba53 kuã55] ‘jerky;’ the numbers indicate tonal 
pitch heights with 5 being the highest) [4]. Thus, an alternative prediction is that shorter vowels 
are perceived as word-final by TSM listeners and used to segment speech, especially when 
accompanied by a [ʔ] coda and glottalized. 

We tested the competing predictions with an artificial language (AL) learning experiment 
[5]. Participants first listened to speech streams in which nonsense trisyllabic words of an AL 
(e.g., [meɡiba]) were concatenated without pauses. There were six AL words, all having a 
flattened pitch and equalized intensity with the final vowels manipulated (1) to be in an open 
syllable or a closed one with a [ʔ] coda and glottalized voice quality (referred to as “open” and 
“glottal,” respectively); (2) to be of the same base duration as the non-final vowels or shortened 
by a factor of 1.5 (“base” and “short,” respectively). The shortening factor was based on 
segment duration manipulation in previous AL studies [1, 6, 7] and both base and short 
durations were resynthesized from natural productions. The design resulted in four conditions 
(Figure 1). Next, participants identified the AL words in a two-alternative forced-choice test. 
There were 36 trials and hence 36 responses per participant. Higher response accuracy indicates 
better segmentation of the speech streams. Thirty native TSM listeners were recruited for each 
of the four conditions for a total of 120 participants. 

Test response accuracy (Figure 2a) was analyzed with Bayesian mixed-effects logistic 
regression using uninformative priors and including Duration (short vs. base), Coda (glottal vs. 
open), and their interaction as fixed effects and participants and AL words as random effects. 
An effect was deemed statistically significant when the 95% highest density interval of its 
marginal posterior distribution excluded zero. The results (Figure 2b) indicated a significant 
Duration effect, suggesting that shortening the word-final vowels reduced segmentation 
performance. Neither Coda nor the interaction was significant. 

The findings supported only the first prediction, aligning with the view that the use of 
vowel duration in segmentation is guided by the timing of syllable perceptual center. They 
provided further evidence that such a segmentation mechanism is grounded in perceptual 
salience of word boundaries (enhanced and reduced through vowel lengthening and shortening, 
respectively) and not simply in detection of recurrent patterns, since the consistently shortened 
final vowels in the AL can in theory provide useful segmentation cues. We found no support 
for the prediction based on TSM-specific sound distribution even when the shorter vowels were 
closed off by [ʔ] with glottalization. This may be attributed to the fact that the TSM tone sandhi 
causing the [ʔ] dropping in non-final positions also involves tonal changes, which were 
neutralized in our AL. An alternative possibility is that vowel glottalization in spontaneous 
TSM is implemented in several ways [8], which might not be all represented in our stimuli. 
Further work is needed to better understand the extent to which segmentation strategies are 
driven by language-specific duration patterns through a cross-linguistic comparison. 



 
Figure 1. Broadband spectrograms of a sample artificial language word across the four experimental conditions. 

 
Figure 2. (a) Individual participants’ response accuracy (circle) and mean accuracy (triangle) by condition. The 
edges of each boxplot mark the interquartile range and the whiskers indicate ±1.5 interquartile range. Dashed 
vertical line represents the chance level (50%). (b) Marginal posterior distributions of the fixed-effect predictors. 
The interval under each distribution shows the 95% highest density interval and the mean value (circle). Dashed 
vertical line marks zero. 
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